
This is Degler! number 34 from Andy Porter, 24 east 92nd street, NY, NY, 10028. 
Porterpublisation number 50(I). New York in ’67?/Terry for TAFF!/Cleve in ’66!

This Degler will be fairly short, as I’m extremely tired; I did a term paper 
yesterday and got only 3 hours of sleep last night. Exams are in the next 2 
weeks.I’ve brought the 11th and final issue of XERO, plus a letter which will

CZQ, rich brown: ’’And

Algol editorial comments, if any.

I have so little time’’ sounds lie you’re dying, rich

Over The Sea To Skye, Bill Blackbeard: nwrowiifi «i if n m *mmm «wminni, ** » Mi rim n»i «» iwaurnn n n iiwiimn—■ . I enjoyed this immensely, and eagerly a- 
wait further chapters. Totally readable,.

Cauldron Bubble #9 &10, Bill Blackbeard: There was too much damn puniness for me.

maLAise #10, DVA: It was Andy Porter and Arnie Katz, Dave. You got potted.See my 
letter; it will answer the question of where Istands

Circular Ellipsis #1, Jim Sanders: Lay off the "Yipe" bit; it’s rather asinine, , 
really. Mike, John, and I were members of

Lunarians long before we were attendees of fistfa. Sirius was published by 
Penguin in this country(stapledon novel. Last and First men was also in pb, in 
England only. As an editor, how about Kike Moorcock?

F13, Ted White: I mentioned you, at least ..//and thus we have the shortest(al- 
most) comments on what turned out 

to be the longest mailing. Arnie is somewhere over New York State at the moment, 
and may make it. Same for the Lupodf’s; but withthis prediction of snow, who 
knows? PS: Beautiful Hinge illo.

There’s little that I want to add here; I’ll communicate orally anything 
that’ I’ve left out. Please excuse all the typos, but my fingers keep hitting 
all the wrong keys. Very tired, but haven't missed a meeting (mk or a mailing) 
yet, and must Carry On with the Tradition, you know. Matter of fact, Dick just 
called me; he’s just 6 blocks away, at Pat’s parent9s. So I get a xif ride

Just got Yandro with a review of Algol, to which I objest(the issue was 
reviewed without being read, which is something that Coulson does all too 
often. But on the other hand there is a porter illo used in the issue. From 
the contents though, this is one issue that I can say with a clear conscience 
is below the standards of the current algcl alGol AlGoL aLgOl. filling up spa.

Well that ’s it for this night. Mustn’t forget my glasses. Hey you! Porter! 
Don’t forget to take your glasses! Well, as dva says, hoping you are the sane, AP


